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Summary: Tiii,s project was conducted much as it .was conceived. A truck would be
,,equipped withs,tientific,instruments and moved from-schobl.to school so that

students could 'jet on-hands experience with instruments which are normally too
e.kOnsive for a small school to purthaSe A summer conference equipped the on-.
campus participant faculty to use the truck-iaboratory ptoperly. The, lab was

equipped with a power Source to maintain vacuum and temperature,, as required for

two permanently mounted instruments. Four other instruments were drawer-mounted

r so that they could be moved into the. participant school's permanent laboratory.

Cur'ri'culum changes were strictly left up/to eachischool,'as they. desired. The

summer evaluation confaFences deemed,this, project a success. Publicity involved

both local and national media. The'Project will be financed in the future by

payments by the participants.
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This final report will consist 'of seven'summary topics:

, a. Conducting a summer workshop.

b. Preparation of the mobile.laboratory.

c. Curriculum, changes within the participating schools.
,

d. Movement of the'truck among the 'participtilig schools.

Eyaluation conferences.

f. Publicity concerning this project.

g. Future finances of the project.
. .

Immediately,. after the project was funded, one representative from each
participating school was inyite0 to a Summer Workshop condutted on the carpus of

the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville; Arkansas. The purpose of this

workshop was to acquaint the participants with the basic operation of the
Instruments, to teach them fundaMental trouble-shootirig,techniwes with the

actual instruments to be used, and to provide opportun)t3;_for, the participants .

to check-thdexperiments they proposed to use with the mobile, laboratory. Thee

golwere met. After the passage.of time it was'clear that this workshop was a

.

Points of vie*, or opiroons stated in the &Stu
ment do not necessarily reprinent offKel NIE
posihon or policy
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major factor
.

jn the success of the OrbjeCt. The knMedge gained bythe par-:
ticipants not. on14,increased enthusiasm, but served well when instruments

.'malfunctioned.-,This author. strongly recommends such a- training period for any

.. timildr project. ,

... .
, (--

4
.

. . .

The mobile,ldborator9 was built into-the back of an. 7.5' -X 12' step-van.
.

, -This "eoom-on-wheels " . was heaOly insulated- so that temperature, control, impera-

tive for the uSe,,of.some instruments, could-be held constant.. A gasoline-

?powered.generator provided electrical power as the'unit moved about so that the

,tempera urd could always be maintained. Two instruments were permanently ..,

'mounted e totemperature and vacuum requirements. Four other instruments were ,.

. fitted int detachable drawersso that they could be used ihside,the permanent '

labbratOrie of the participatfng schools, or mdVed.independently of the mobile

. . laboratory. .In addition, jack stands were provided for, thd truck 'so that a

stable base would,allow the use of the usual delicate recorderi. Y'

..

taCh s hool was compldtely free to maintain, alter, or adjust its own

curriculum. No'attempt was made by the larger school o coerce,. or superimpose

its ideas how Chemistry should betaUght. In.retrospect, this.principle of

completeicurriculym freedom is the only, way to successfully bind together thi
teen disSimilan'schools of--this' type in a large cooperative endeavor. If scqe

pressure had been brought to bear on the smaller schools to adopt a particular

-chemistry curriculum, many, schools would have probably left the program before,

realizing fully whether or not,benefits could be had*,

A schedule for movement'of the truck-laboratory was put together each year

by the-participants without interference of the irector. The mutual .give-andr

.take, the necessity for compromise and change, and the gains to be realized

served to increase cooperativeand friendship among the pariticipants.

Ihiti411Y some concern Was expressed that difficulties would arise because
each school- would want. the truck ,at the sametime during' the semester. Such, is

inot the case, because spectroscopy is a subject which can be taught at almost

anytfe during the school year.

Evaluation conferences were held at: the endofSlhe summers after the first

two years. An outside panel was convened so that an independent judgement would

N result as to the 5bctess of the project. Not only didteach school have an

Opportunity to tellof its experiences .with the project, thetpanel questioned _1

eadh,aspect of the project. In summary, the panel judged this project a success, '

and recommended that others *plicate it. ,

".
Publicity about this project followed the usual pathways., Newspaper

'articles and television news coverage helped tell the story to area citiizehs,

-and thus increased the prestige (and probably enrollment) of the, participant

s' IschoolS. One of the Kansas Colleges scheduled a "High School Day" each year in

theospring to coincide with the on-campus stay of the laboratory so that area

high school students would be better informed as,to possible future use of the

van. The director drove the van to two national meetings, one in Wisconsin, the

other in California, to better inform chemists of this expe- iment, and its

results. Finall.c/ two articles and a'Cover picture appeared chemistry educa-

tion journal with a. world -wide audience.

.
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Ihd projeCt will be financed-by the participants as time.passes.. During

the last'year of operati-on each Participant school was asked to pay $200 toward

the, expenses,.0the truck. Ouriffg.thenext ydartthe fee'will be $500/school.

The.next year's fee will then be adjuSted to reflect actual cost of moving the

truck-laboratory on its schedule plus, replacement of.Worn-out 'instruments `on an

; amortization schedule. m ttlis,way not only will ppenses be meti"but.new

pieces Of equipment can bepurcbased as needed as the' project'ontinues

'indefinitely.
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SUMMARY

REPORT: YEAR QNE
-7.

The initial work on, he mobile laboratory involved making decisions con-i

cerning the truckype; si e, and manufacturer, and specifications of which

instruments would be insta4led therein. The committee that made these decisions

studied many ,hours, and thdn wrote caieful bid requests so that the needed

equipment would be provided at or exceeding specifications. Orders were then

quigkly placed so that much, of the equipment would be available for use during

the six week's' of the Summer Workshop. Local spectrometers were used to replace.

those that did-not arrive Otfime. -

a
. The Sumeer.Workshop was convened with one representative from each of the

tWelVeNparticipating schoolS (During the Fall Semester a thirteehth school

'joined the group. Two Of their faculty received some extra training in

December.) The two goals of the Workshop were: (1) To learn to operateiand.

teach the use of the six instruments. (2) To learn basic maintenance and simple

tests designed-to show causes of instrument failure, and (3) To settle the trtick

-.movement schedOle and financial.matters. Although the Workshop did experienct,

some changes in scheduled events and plans, the major goals were realized. The
,participants returned to the hoMe campus feeling confident that they could

operate the mobile spectroscopy laboratory. The success of the truck-laboratory'

on its trial run during the Spring Semester shows that this view wasAeherially

4

Preparation of the truck occurred mainly during the Fall4Semesier,".1.975.

Manufacturing _and shipping holdups, design problems, and'work schedule delays

stretched the time required. beyond the anticipated comp) tion date. Plowever, at

the end of December enough work had been done. so that th truck could be sent ,

out on a trial run ,during Spring .Semester, 1976. Comp) ion of,remaining

Aconstruction details was postponed until4UMmer, 1976 . , ,

true.

, s . r' .

Smal problems.'wete encountereg at, each *Campus. 'As 'man'y as possible were

ecte . The other's were noted for future correctiOn": Ine overall result as

ewed by the participant schools was that the laboratory is. a great success.

. ,

Each school is .looking forward to net year with enthusiasm: ,

,

.
.

I. Preparation ofTie Truck - Laboratory
, ,'

,

,
.._

Four stages were. important' Azttle preparation of the. mobile laboratory.

.initially a plan,had to be formulated and decisions made.concerning the type of

-' truck which would_bepurchased acid which instetimeniswere to be installed

therein. Theft bid specifications had to becarefully,written. 'When the bids

were accepted, laboratory Olin's were -finalized so that construction. of the

. laboratory inside- the truck- could begin. .

. . .

.
.

, ,...>

" _ ..A; Early .planning concerning the'truck. The source of the vehicle was con-

sidered: Should a newtruck-be bought or should surplus govdrnment truck be

purchased? Perhaps an empty school bu's body or recreational vehicle body would,.%
have been the test buy. The high cost of e stripped

,

,even a stripped schOol bus'or ,

recreational vehicle quickly.removed either from serious consideration. Since `.

this project miat.tu'id"a testing of a new' educational idea, a new vehicle rather :

,than a used one ils purehased. Then effortswere expended on the testing of the

.

tdea rather than Beeping{ an old truck operating. -,
, \

. ,
._..
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One of referees .for the proposal behind this 'project suggested that
the U.S. Atomic EnergyCommission might donate one of their old Mobile.

Radioisotope Laboratorie A 'telephone call revealed that one of thiSe labora-,
-torieS had been sitting unused for a year in,a parking lot. :However, Emery".
University was at that time trying to gain use of .it. Furthr, many'upkeep-
repair:problemt might present themselyes with thisunit. Therefore no further

efforts were made to use one of these vehicles. - ! :

tarly iin the planning stages.instrument'otanufacturer personnel suggested
that temperature control'wes.a very-- important consideration for. operation of a

nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer. Local refrigerWoh-heating experts,
suggested thred-to-four finches of insulation would be reqUired,to.withstand
serious temperature changes during the cold winters of Kansas and the hot sum.",

mert of Arkansas. This means that the width,heighth, and length of the truck.
cargo area . would effectively.be shortened by 8 inches from.the measurements when

the truck was purchased due 45 installation of the,insulaton. Only one manu-
,

facturer, General Motors Corporation, sold a truck at that time with a body,
......, height and 'width of '96 inches. pride eights inches was subtracted,frothothe height

of other brands ,the 'usable height which remained fell belpw six feet; jherefone

th is 'one requirement' narrowed the seleCtion to a thevrolet.brand. ,
.

.

Dual rear wheelt.. and an aluminUNbody were purchased in order-to be sure
the weight could be carried safely for long time periods and to eliminate Pint .

during later years of operation. Many different drivers and -a heavy.targo made
.ay automatic transmission and heavy duty shock absorbers essential.' In addi=
tion, a steel mesh partition with a sliding door between the driver compartmelt
and the cargo area provided "a safety measure iniCase of an accident. A step:van,
type truck 'provided the best approximation to a n'oom on wheels",'one of the .

objectives. 16 'summary, a truck,with.heavy duty safety features was purchesed
as wide an0 as.tall"as. pos?ibfe.in order to provide the experience of: a labore

tory in a truck. . 4 .

. .

-
: - 1..k. - ,

.- ,,

The bids were, opened for the truck after' all-Chevrolet tfucks had 'been

manufactured for the,1975 year. Unfortunately.a truck with the needed. eight

foot cargo area Width and ala (If the-other specifications was not available.
However, a truck with 'a ninety inch wide cargo arfea was found which alsows
equipped with all of the other essential ipecifications A truck with ninety-
six. inch wide cargo area could.ha've.been liad:by waiting until Fall for4-:1976 .

model, However in,addition'to at'lgat a,4 month delay the pricemould'have

been ten percent.higher. This was unacceptable. The slightly narrbwer'model

. ,was accepted. Later,this reduction in width coupled with ..relocation of the
generator Caused a narrow fft of .'cabinet at the rear of the truck.

, .

,. . , . , 0

B. Decisions concerning Instruments. A'questionnaire obtained prior to

submission ,,of the propos 1 for this project indicated2t4lat six instreiments were

needed.by most schools to vesu,by the project: angrating infrared (ir),

ultraviolet-visible T(uv-vis), atomic absorption. (aa),.nucrear,magnetiC resonance

(nmr),. and mass' (ms) spectrometers and a flame-ionization g"-liquid chrorna-

tograph (glc). Thus a committee composed'of T.D. Roberts, R.PoQuirkand K.
McElveen carefully scrutinized manufacturer specifications and prices for these- s'

six instruments. Occasionally oral..dicussions. with factory- personnel added

valuable information:_ After this inquiry was over," specifications were .written

so as to obtain the best instruments available in theprice:rangei .or eqUival ''''.

lent:.
. ,. .1 4,- . . 9. . )

e

i, ..,
4 i e ''''
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1. Grating Infrared Spectrometer.- Several schools have prism

.

infrared--

P
.

spectrometers. -These less .expensiVe instruments- prohibit certain studies; 'for

',.,
'example, of hydrogen bonding in organic compounds. To_expand the capabilitiet

of those schools with "prism instruments and to-'provide a rugged, useful spectro-

'.
4.

ilieter, a gratingjostrumentsWaS.purchased
in addition to the asUal;specifica-

,

tionsthe following were thPught be desirable:,4Non-hydroscopic optics, .
.

germanium lens-thermocouple detector, nichrome wire-source, three s'can speeds,

abscissa scale, expansion, accusetineter"for precise,gain control setting, Sblid

state electronics with pull-out circuit boards, external ordinate scale expanl

siony'and:chemicalq resistant case. .
.

''N
'.,

, ' *
..k.'

w . 0 1 ° ,
.

2. UltraViolet,rVisible Spectrometer._ Most_oanufatturers:supplya ,--

.single instrument which will' give-either ultravjolet or visible spectra., This

. instrument typAt- was sougWfor'the trutk-lhboratory. In addition tothe usual

. ; specifications a dgitar.readout knit which could also be used as a digital

vd'itmeter'was.thoughtto be an important Advantage.' Solid 'state electronics'sand .-

.pUllout:cftcuitboards'were avaiqable on.allii models. .._
.. _..

- %
, .

.
.

. ,
1

3. Atomic'Absorption Spectrometer. 'The unit desired Should have. ,

.,

integrated reading capabilities with three and ten second, integration times,

peakread6 capabilityi curve correction, 'and zero setting in addition-to the

usual -sOfcifications% Integral gas ,controls, meters, and push.6utton flame

ignition was included. Since seVerei.companiesmanufactuhe suitable units,.

'these.specifications were kept general: :
.. .,

4: Flame'Ionization'Gas:-Liouid ChropatooraphAlthough several schools

,,,. had gas-liquid chromatography Capability,
theirunits drovided only the less

ti sensitive thermal conductivAy detection, unu-ally at less thaWoptimuni hfigh tem-

peratures. ;In-addition these.low cost- units often are in need of repair. For -

these reason a hugged flame ionization detectionUnit was-purchased,

Independent control and monitaring'of.the-temperatdre of the injector, the oven,

and tie detectohwas specified.. The usual specifications ihcluded a large oven

(8" 7.5"x 6.5"),an high sensitivity(1x 10-14 ampS/mV) coupled With long..

term stability ( 1(1 Wm.), of the solid-state electrometer. .

s

.-u"ni
5. Mass Spectrometer. :Since only one supplier provides, a lower co;t.

Oecificattons were drawn for a Varian EW600'ilhit.
- "-

6. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer`. A referee for the proposal

13 hind this project sugges that one or two 30 MHz instruments would,serve the

eeds of this project. is suggestion was rejected for two reasons:

1) Friends at Hender n State University, Arkadelphia, Arkansas; report extreme

sensitivity of the-0 MHz unitto minor temperature Variations. (Only one.colit

pany manufktur 30.MHz units.), Such isincompatible-with operation in a _-

truck. :4) Mo bookandthe research literature record nmr.spectra at 60 MHz:-

This fact ses additional teaching and.unaerstanding prdblems if.-a 30 MHz

instrume ls, beinOupd.P (Therefore a 60 M)jz spec4ometer was purchased.
. . , . ,

.
.

.
_

/. he speCtfidalionsJorthis insthiment were written around the EM-360 unit

fortwo reasons: 1) friendsat southern State%co1-ege;MagnOlia, Arkansas.

.-. . 'porchased,the alternative posSibility, a Periin4Elber R24 SOectroirieter, and

foupd that an'extni wooden shield in an air-ddnditioned room was necessary foi-

stabitiy... Aglain,.such is not4compati6le, with operation in a truck. 2) We own --

.a Varian'EM:360 unit here atjihe Unlverstbf Arkailsat and are familiar with ',.

its reliability. This shoilld-be very helpful in servicing and repairing the,

unit.
.
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:----- Opening of the bids revealed that a.small saving could.be realized by :
e

purchasing4five of the six instruments f0Mone supplier. Since this timpani/ ,..

promised to deliver,all of these iinstpumentsby.Augutt 15, 1976, at thelatest,
orders 'were immediately plated.' Unfoetunately:norie of these pror9iseS were
fulfilled. Every instrument wasat°1'east onweek 'ate. The uv-visOt

.

currently one year: late. (A demonstration model is'''being-used.) Th.e.Ms was'

-about four months late. The other instruments ranged up"to.one month late. Tf

anything can be learned from this experience, it is that instrument tilesmeh are
. cooperative,o friendly, and probably sincerely" nteusted in provtding,propv .

service and sales. -However, the people- behind the salesmen, are mat to be
trusted and will providekembarrassing delays. ..,

-

.
.

C. Alterations to.thetruck. , . ,
. o

-.°
2 ,

Initidi plans called for mounting the a4r-tonditioner/heater on the roof ' '' ,

of the truck aild'the'vlectrIcity gtneratOi- bwath the floor on the right Near '

-side. Thus a.,constant te4eratare could be maintained in the truck cargo area
during' travel. 'Before these Obljectives could be real,ized, substantial altera-
tions were necessary. . .

. ,.

. .

The truck was Manufactured with only.skimpy bracing to hold Lethe-'roofing
_.

Which was only as- thick as.1 sheet of aiuminirm.', An air- conditioner which was ...

heavy enough t6 do the necess'ary cooling in the summer would'soonv4rate so
.

much as to fall through this thin roofing. 'Therefore, the first alteration.,
involved 'using 2" x 4" studs'to brace and reinfdrcetthe walls°, -ceiling, and %

, %- floors. The spaces to thewalls,-ceilings, antfloort in between the 'studs were
filled in:with insulation.' Insulation was also_ nstalled On the back .doors.
The wire meth screen in front of the cargo area was, reinforced by the-same type
2".x 4", studs and insulation. 4 double glass panel with'lp deid.air space
between ,the glass sheets was attached to the sliding.;Wire mesh door that separ --,
ates ,the cargo, compartment from the driver. ',Thus the space bhich was to become
the laboratory was first heavily insulate0,abd.relnYorcedfor structural .

..strength. In retrospect, thi) eicperisive constructional activity probably was
the single most important_feature to insure successful operation of the nmr, one
of:the most desired instruments of the'lXbratOry.

.

. ., /.
,

.

The air-conditioner/heater-is of the type -which'is usedin recreational
vefiicfet. The heating-cooling capacity -is.11,000 B.T.U./hour. Modification of

i . the controls allows.the temperatUresenting unit to either heat or cool at.
. required, On a mild day as few as three people will cause the cooling unit to 1,

:be activated. During design of.this unit, heat souetes sucr-B the nuclear .-'

-7,_,- dagnetc r.esoiiance and- Mass spectrOmeters were .considered. I,n addition, the
fluorescent light contributes some heat to the laboratory. The air conditioner
was mounted on the top in the center of the cargo area so as to provide
efficient heating and-cooling. . :

. The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer magnet weighs 600 pounds. !

Once its 16cation in the 'truck was determined, safety 'factors were. considered,
Suppose a sleepy driver hits a cement obstacle at 60 miles per hour? Probably
the wire mesh plut the 2" x 4" stud partition between the driver and the magneto
would not stop,such a heavy object from crashing through. If the driver'su'r- i

. vived the accident, he-might still be crushed by'the,magnet. Further, suppose
the truck overturns and skids to a'halt. The magnet might notshit the driver,

, ...

40.
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. magnet could ruin several delicate electronic instruments inside the
- .Therefore, two chajns'',wer5 passed ,t.hrough two, large convenient holes in

of the magnet an attached With heavy hoolts'thrAtigh tht.flbdr. ..Unfortun
the- floor ,of. the truck is Made Of aluminum which could beeasiry torn a
Accordingly, a sheet of steel was attached underneath the truck to ,whi
-chain' hooks are .fastened, If ,,he fiAgtiet gets -loose frdrri this firrri mo
major 'catastrophe' will have occurred.,

es

d

r

ould, smash' around in the cargo .area.. In fact; a loose magnet migker-detnuch
re financial, damage than that exaeviencetrby just. an overturned-truck. The
ck could be uprighted and might experience- only minor damages.; but a loose! .

ratory:'
he 'base
ely,

art.
ft the
ing, a-

-

Aqer: the di)'dator made careful measurements 'Nand drawings, the- cabinets.
were. by a _University carpenter.. The larger cabinet Was-desijnOd to

.house large drawers winch 'cbritain.the smaller instrbthents. The drawers were
..constr'ucteacat.leaSt. two che-larger each dimension than the instruments
'Which Would' gb therein. Then two-inch foam 'padding Was .glued.to each'f,side and
"diree:.inch. fe.ain.padding" to the-;.bOttom of the drawer. Rurther, atwo-Incti 'piece

- Of. famas placed across ;the,,.top:of the inSti-urnerit. o In this .way, each of the.
Aug,- smaller instruments 'are. Comp,letely surrdunded by fpam padding during move-
indrit of the..,truck...1-tendles-were cut, into the:ends of each drawer which houses
an'in§truthent..'; Thus, i'drawer can be out and carrted into. the Chemistry
iluildflrg- before the tritr,umbt,-rs removed. -.The small cabinet al lbws- the

stohsole, decoupl i ng unit,' and -oSti 11 oicope to ride Drr three inches of foam. '.

, - .

"Once ,the locatibn. inside - the trUck of nmr rlia4net was determined, the
wheels on, the !base of. t magnet console were ',removed and 'a four inch piece _Of
TOBITI, Was placed undergeath the iplyWaod base on ,whiCh the console sits. However,
the usefulness of. this foahi may be minimal. since the weight of the 'magnet
crushes it. to approximately.3/4". The console of the nmr was 'e'astly installed
since only, 110 volt' power was needed. This power. was provided. by -placing
several outlets along the 1,eft and right-1,411S. Except during moverrient 'of the

'truck, an extension cord provides' electricity from Comme'rcia1..(h4ins, T14,
fixture was fastened to the ceiling near the left side to p'rovide close, p?roxim7

ity to the power*source. and to be sure the head of the;tall person would not.
bump- it. Tetomplete the equipment needed for...the nmr, the air pump was located
in an unused space on the'floor underneath the driver. This removes the.no.ise
of tj pump motor f.rom the, laboratory space. A plastic tube delivers air
through the wire mesh ,wall to the magnet as required.

The electriiy generator was added so that the truck will have power to
the instruments' and to the heater-cooler while traveling. A convenient space
below the 'floor and behind the right dual rear tires proved to be too srtial
Unfortunately, this' fact became known after the cabineX for both the nmr and the
other instruments had been .installed. The ,only remaining space was found to be
on the left side at the rear above the floor. A hole was cut in the left side
to provide both intake air for the motor and access for servicing. The genera-
tor space was then Covered with_insulatiory.and wood facing.

%Early thiring planning of, the laijciratory,s thought, was given to weight'
distribution, The heavy magnet on the left side was".to-be balanced by the othel
instruments,. the cabinet, and the generator on the right Ode.. When the genera-
tor had to be moved to the -only available space on the,,left side,, ans,imbalance
occurred. Thrs was easily c'or C-ted.by use of ,jack stand "(see below) when the

z
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car Due to the weight of the magne±, th truck i.-s
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H Summer Workshop

One of the best ias utilized in this projctwas the six eks Summer '
Workshop ?4ainy efforts were directed toward aniliarizing patTc1pAnt school
cQordintrsith-the theory, operat.i9n; and maintènanc of the six intruments
and estabj4hing ways and means of cooperating both in schedul.n' an.d paytng to
the oper&ting of the truck Although the three jiiajor goals ter ccomphsbe,
several sideeffects.were importânt and arediscüssd below.i1uring the
workshop s efforts wèrenadeto çoerce any school to use any instrument r ny
gyn experiment. Each schoQl.was left completl free to diret it 9wn

- program, t.o chóose the ins.truments utilrzed, and-to decide whitThexperiments, if
any, were -ppropriate for its students. Thjs importa,nt fundament1áJ tenant
remains- as a basic ingredient of this projeçt
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4*:The.t.U007Q,S,e14,0f Nile Obi' was to f pi li.avi ze t tie pariCIpant "Schbol . " '0
wjtj the operlit ion of , the 'instruments Ad the laborathrsSo that

..1....,iz-blian-ar.r.i.talitif .h6 ,truck oti.cariiidits, optimumiinUm 0 ut i 1 i zat,i on wou.1,4d occ,¢tri- This Was ....

At kelf oft eaVy. ''r4ttumnt f.61,1 oW rig. a; f iye7point plan . ., F it-04V, 1 ect ure'S were pre-,;
'If

..,1 .7,, ,.,..7... .t.: en,,,,tect an:, theory/ ,bdth..as to "howthe instr:tuttepts furreti.oriYatie, as tco ,hdy the'. - . ,.,.,.'2
2!..,:.: ,lri,StrowentsArp ''..tts' ed, in cchemistrY. The paq iCipantS jthe.n began' 4,,, §§t
*9....4,-:. 1' exRiriene. ik,setting,'Up and operating the Instryinents.'' ..SeveraT demdostrAt i cgs ' . .'.

-4,t4
. ' 4

,,,,,_ .., ,Ar -poseriblelinderigraduate-exneriments which used a par.:ticufar 'in.strUment Were
.-...... tnen preSett.fed: , Next : each participant engaged in'. 4 round7tab1e, open . -,' ': '',.' ; '0,..,. -,--, :i- -v.,.

'ft' -cu -S-roh' Of the use of the instrument : do h is .caMpus. 2 tkloteS ,wei,d taken.ais A , .. . , ,
't igtYeS,t:ietos were asked,, References Wirt given. Most:felt:such disc,ussions were::.

,k*,,,;:;.-4 , Uery,,,fteuitf,u4 and stimtlatiti9, Finally, a' list was °composed of small .:, items?, ,: ,,..,

,... - .1- :-, "Avh.ich wdii14 ,:tie needed 'when the truck.: 1 ab.oratory arrives ,on campus.- §Uch -items
. .

-Vi.,,;,,: ..4as c,hart pager ,..retoider peas, and..s%nple containers will not be rIciutinelyr* ' '' %

10. .. ..i. .1., . frupp,ied on the truck due td the 'ease with Ohich .they are Misplaced; ',. ,,'' .4 , .

,... ,
.- - ..,. ,Surprisinglh the..cost of 'these items mounts rapidly for a school which his no

, ..,.... 4., ..., . ,. ,
.

J - previous. laboratory use of ah -,i nstrument. Some _School s faced .infti al, .costs oyi.. ' t-.
-. : r four-hundred dollars, especial ly-sinCe "Set:teal. -year's .supoly were often (

'" 1 - :... ... "purchase'd.,in order to take advantage of bulk. purchasing.
. ,,

,

. , Maintenance and prevention of instrument faijiire-vjas an. important concern. ..- .

. . .

',.. '..of the Wdrkshop. In the eXper ieoce of the director atcst of the problems t'vithof
-7 . r,:, instruments: are due to pifher a trivial prOblem pr to. lack- of understanding pf. ...

_ lio'w- the intrbment.functions. Therefore,1 the firstpeimary area of 'emphas i,.. - -..:-

. 0 0 . ,

designed to prevent instrument malfunction,.'wis\ to -t3e sure that the participants ..
:

tia-ye.-a-soUnd ,knowledge of the instrument, and,'t,44. technique -involved. This ,

. -ttaining is probably a major', factor' in any svccess enjoyed by tt?,e-labor.atorY.'
7 - .

A few days Were set aside e for eleme.niary instruction in electronics by ,K...
....- M,cElvedn. The plan was to teach the Participants enough to use a voltmeter

. . 'Intel TigtntlY to make clAcks. On these instruments. In'thiS ,way, the ,partfcipant .

. would not hesitate to remove thq-coOr 'and make...checks .,so, a,s *to isolate the :

*, '2 malfunction to a:particular' 4area. Then perhaps __.4 faulty 'cirtuit, board can be:o -only do th,ese con-,. isolated and quickly r'-repaied., Soirte of the manufactueer mIuals supplied with
the instrument contain lengthy trouble shooting guides. No

tam n voltage checks at key' points, but other kinds of checlq and procedures for -.

0. determining where a 'problem lies. Most 'of the problem are;a's were noted and .

Checked during the summer': 'For example: movement of instruments often shakes
loose circuit, boards from their connections. Removal of a cover quickly shows ..,

tt which one has jarred loose. Each of the voltage checks were 'illustrated to the
participants. .
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A third important function of the Workshop was to find Meth is of

cooperating together. The participants elected to establish a.sdhedule for.the

truck separate from any ilfluence of the director. Theres'ults- are shown ln

Table 1. This compromise schedule seemed to provide the struck at a time which

would. be useful to each school. In addition, the Univesity ofArkansas=agreed
to pay foc the gasolineanO oil for the truck during the year and then divide up

the amount among the schools for repdyment during the summer.

r. TABLE 1

LABORATOkY.MOVEMENT DURING SPRING 1976-

Dates -'1976 Location'

January 5 to February 5 Tabor College, Hillsboro, KS.' --

February 5 to February 13 Sterling College, Sterling, KS

Februatv 13 to.February 2o. Kansas Wesleyan University,'
Salina,-KS

February 20 to February 27 Bethany College, Lindsborg, KS

February '27 t6 March 5

March 5 to 'Parch 13

March 15-to March 20

.

McPherson College, McPhersbn, KS

Bethel
)c
ol1ege, N. Newton, KS,

University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff,
Pine Bluff, AR

March 22 to March 27 John Brown"Uniiiersity, Siloam,
Springs, AR

March 27.to April 3

April 3 to April 10

April 10 _to April' 17

A

Coordinator

W. Johnson.

A. McAllister

Y.C. Chiang

4

M. Mitthelf

R. Zerger :

T. Lehmn .

W. Willingham

J. Hollida
fi

Ouachita Baptist University, W. Everett

Arkadelphia,' AR

University.of Arkansas, Monticello, .101-. Godwin

Harding College, Searcy, AR E. Wilson

Monticello AR -

Apr41 17 to April 24'. (Ar_i_p,scaas College, BatesvilleleAR 9V. Kirk

A

` :-`April 24 to May 12 College ofthe Ozarks,
Clarksville, AR

M. Condren-

MUch'discussion concerning the contents and arrangements of thetruck-

lobo atory ensued. MA4valuable suggestions were made to the director from thee.

participants .concerning construction of the truck-laboratdry.

41
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Finally, there were- a number of extra benefits'of the Workshop which were,
not planned or necessarily expected. For example, eery participant spent more

. than forty hours penweek.ip workshop studies and other chemistryprOjects.
Many wqrked at night and 011 Saturdays. One from Kansas -,and another from: ...- ,

Arkansas found common interest.in a new atomic absorption experiment for
,undergraduates and worked out. the details: ,This' work is to be published soon. AA

A:number-of discussions of teaching Methoand4topics were prganized for
.

evenings.' Much informal idea exchange dcurred.. A University of'Arkanso
facpltY member came 'n one night to illustrate howto make verN, inexpensive lee-
tune slides.- Thus a common sharing of 'probldn- nd solutions forged d-a spirit of
comradeship preiriously unknown: ,No longer di he larger school remain, aloof
while the smaller schools each Ivent.separate ays. Mere was a new spirit, of
'Working together that was truly enjoyable:-

.
.

.. . ,

The project director now stands ready totelpither similar projects with
initial workshops. For bare ftenses an. on -site visit with prospectiVe par-
ticipant schools forl hew projects could impart much information.

II/. 'Addition of. a Thirteenth School
)

..,- ,
Before ubmitting a proposal a number of schools were qberied as to their

interest in Oing a part'of the project. Due to a misunderstanding, the
Chemistry. Department of the UnlVersity of Ar-kansas at Pine Bluff did not indi-
cate any merest in. his prbject. 'However, in a chance meeting,the true
nature of the project wat.made clear and a request-was made to be a part of the
project. Therefore, the University of Arkansas-at Pine Bluff was invited to
becoMe one of the participant.schools. The Head of-the Cemi,stry Departmeneand
one other faculty member came up during December for instruction in the uSe.of '.

the nmr, the atomic absorption and the mass spettrometers. Then during the
Spring Semester the truck visited their campus for the usual ode :week period.

...

.k.V. Trial Run, Spring, 1976: The First Visits.of the Mobile Laboratory to the
Campuses of the Participants

In January; 1976, the decision was.made,to send the truck on a trial run
.even though several coats of varnish were lacking, the carpet was not yet

'\Anstalled, a makershift door had been fashioned for the generator, and a ;hair
was not available for a passenger. (The manufac)urer did not deliver the door
for the generator compartment as promised.) 'The Schedule in Table 1 allowed the
truck to visit every participant school for at least one week.

At several colleges, the filaMent of the ms failed. When fewer samples of
heavily halogenated, 'highly volatile hydrocarfins were injected the filaments
lasted much longer. A second solution to this problem.Was sought along finan-,
cial iipts. New filaments.from the mahufacturer cost $69 plus postage and "often
are delayed several montht 'before delivery. Therefore a small supply of the
correct diameter rhenium wire was purchased and several attempts were made-to
learn to fashion shop-made filaments. _This project was a success, Filaments. .

can now be made for Tess than one dollar. Therefore; several,filaments will
travel with the truck at all 'times. When one. fails, another can be substituted.
The broken filament can then be mailed tothe director for repair.
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Other .problems. which were encountered were minimal', At several schbols
'fuses or circuit breakers failed. Next year larger amperage lines will be used.

Some schools felt that too many instruments arrived at one time. This p(obleM ,

can be solved by al)owing the smaller instruments to circulate semi-
independently of the truck-in private cars. The:time involved in setting up the

-r truck caused some to decide to have the truck pn their campus once for two weeks
rathe( than at two different times for one week each. Problems of this kind

will be worked out as they occurl

V. Disseminationof Information

During the first year of this project, a minimumHamount of information was
disseminated because so Much of the-problem remained to be done. In January,

976, a National\Scince Foundation project director's meeting near W;ashington,
rc., allowed the director to bheflyoutline the project and its gdig before a
small interested-audiencee A few members of the audience asked for and did

receive additional inforMtjon.

The usual news media publicity had been obtained. Local newspapers appear
to be interested in the idea and its solution. A brief news note in Journal of
Chemical Education broughteforth a,few inquiries for information. In.short,

during the first year, the usual informational publicity has beeCpUt forth for
a novel idea which remains to be proven.

,
During the early stages of this project a telephone call from Professor

Dave Smith; Doane College, Crete, Nebraska, allowed much infdrmation to be
exchanged about the project. A cooperative venture simile to this one_is
envisioned for the Nebraska area. This project stands ready to help in any

possible way.
.,

Future plans call for much more discusSion of the project. A posteripaper
and truck demonstration are-scheduled for the Fourth Biennial Chemical Education
Conference, August 8-12, 1976, Madison, Wisconsin. The same is planned for San -,

Francisco, August 29-SepteMber 3, 1976, at the National Meeting of the American

Chemical Society. This latter paper is part of4a "Symposium' on the Economics of
Undergraduate Laboratory Pi-ograms". Acceptance a this paper represents a minor
significant achievement, for this project.

0
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. Grant #:.:SED75-14376
University' of Arkansas .

Grant;Director: T.D. Roberts-.
le 1

USE,OF'BUDGETE,D FUNDS, YEAR ONE
June 1,'1975 -.May 30, 1976

sales tax and shipping)Instruments (Includes 3%
V

7

a. Spectrome.ters

.1.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance
2. mass
3.- infrared
4. ultraviolet
5. atomic absorption

b. iChromatograph
c. Parts, tools,-etc.
d. Audio-slide projector
e. Manuals

Total

Budgeted Spent Encumbered

15,820
10,170

6,780
9,492.
7,910

3,955
10,735
1,130.

565

17,142.98
0.00

4,852.59
0.00

5,90.90
2,566.90
1,897.18
1,024,85

7,423.30
.

6;684.20

66,557 33,434.00 14,107.50

II." TrUck

a. Purchases 7,663 6,788.64
b. Alterations

Total

. 2,7.81 6,061.89
10,444

(

12,850.53

III. Salary-Wages

a. Director 9,300 8,738.02
b. Senior faculty assistant 2,460 3,281.00
c. Graduate Assistant 6,000 5,420.00
d. Setretary 1,200 1,209.00
e. Participant school coordinators 4 12,000 11,333.00
f. Fringe.benefits 3,096 2,114.00
g. Indirect costs 15,864 ,16,074.00

Total 49,920 48,169,02

I. Maintenance; Insurance.

a. Parts
1. Instruments 300 0.00
2. Truck 200 0.00

b. Insurance 2 000. 1,041.00

V.

Total

Travel

, 2,500 1,041.00

a. Director 800 290.14
b. Participant Coordinators 12,756 12,286.41
c. Repair trips 200

Total -177g 12,576.55

Grand Total 143,177 .108,071.10

.1.6
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REPOR*: YEAR TWO
JV

SUMMARY:

The, summer was largely.spent correcting small problems found during the

first half year of operation, completing minor construction ,projects which hid

been suspended while the truck was in.circuiation, and displaying the truck -

laboratory at two national, meetings: the Fourth Biennial Conference on Chemical

Education, August 8-12, Madison, Wisconsin, and the 172nd National Meeting of

the American Chemical Society, August 30 - September 3, anFrancisco,

Widesprea'd interest., was evident.

The academic year. involved the firit evaluation conference and the'firSt

regular year of truck use. The panel of outside experts as well as the coor-

dinators of the participant schools indicated'during and after the connrence

that the first year was a success. During the second year of operation of the

truck-laboratory a number of small problems appeared. Solutions for these

problems are planned during the third' year.

During' the third year plans will be finalized to put this project on

self-supporting basis and to publicize further the results of this experiment.

I.'. Other Construction Work, on the Laboratory

During the Summer of the second year several suspended construction pro-

jects were completed. Carpeting Vas 'installed as a floor covering and as. a

deterrent to heat flow in the cabjerea. A door wIs fashioned,toireplace the

makeshift door over the generator. The sign was completed by adding the names

of the participating schools.

During the Spring installation of a solid sample inlet and a gas sample

inlet completed the mass s2ectrometer facility. 'Because the, supplier-could not'

provide a new model the co>t,.of the-demonstrator ultraviolet-visible spe:etro-

meter which had been initially shipped was reduced by 25%. Although this unit

is dented and scratched; performance is good. a

II. Dissemination af Information Concerning this 'Experiment

Three meetings were attended during the year'and an oral paper or pOster

paper presented at each. DUrting7the summer the. truck-laborato was driven to

Madison,- Wisconsin, anc*ispl8Yed an the campus of the Unive sity of Wisconsin

during the 4th Bienniakftonference on Chemical Education. About 00 attendees

visited the truck and,accompanythig poster paper. Additional infor ation was

supplied for all who requested it. At the end of the summer the 1 boratory was

driven to San Francisco and displayed outside the Convention Center, during the

172nd National Mdbting of the American Chemical Society. Mare.than 1000 viii-

tors viewed the laboratory.. Some requested additionaT information which was

later sent,by mail. Im the Spring the director presented a paper'on this pro-

ject at the 173rd'Natibnal Meeting of-the American Chemical Society in Nei/

Orleans. The titles of these papers and the meetings are summarized below in

Table 1. An abstract of each is attached to this report.

17,



Date

8/8 = 8/12

8/30 - 9/3

,1/20 - 3/25

.TABLET,

Oral Presentations. of the Work of ti is Project

t '

MeetingTitle . Paper Title

4th Biennial Conference". One Idea and One Truck after One '

on Chemical Education Year: Problems Associated with

172nd National Meeting,

A.C.S.

173rd National Meetin

A.C.S.

Construction and Operation of a
CpQperative Mobile' pectroscopy

Laboratory

_A Mobile Spectroscopy Laboratory
as a Cost Cutting Venture

Chemistry in a Mobile SpectroScopy

Laboratory

3

.During the meeting in Wisconsin a reporter from "Chemical and-Engineering

News" obtained information and pictures whith subsequently appeared in the

',:-September 6, '1976, issue. During the San Francisco meeting staff members from (.

Varian Associates did likewise. An article describing this work then appeared

in their company publication, "VIA", Volume 10, Number 3, 1976.

(hiring late Spring a writer for "Mosaics! visited the.cathpus of the College

of the Ozarks with the director in ordIh to'prepare a story on the truck-

laboratory experiment.
'

A-number of inquiries ,by individuals were made and answered ely the direc-

tor during the year.

III. The First Evaluation Conference

The first evaluation conference was held on Sept ber 17 and 18 with the -

independent evaluation panel: Professor W40T. Lippinco t, K. Takemuro, anp

VanderWerf. Minor problems and the yearly schedule were discussed among

ticipan during the Friday session. OnSaturday a report by the director and

the participating schools-were made to the panel. After their independent deli-

,
berations a joint meeting was held to receive their comments. -Mainly the panel

was complimentary. However, they aid stress that.the group should look to the

future and asked %That new programs or .ideas were to be. developed. . Further each

school was encouraged to think of uses ,of the truck with-local chemical

industries.

The schedule which was devised by the participSnts forthe academic year

is depictedk94 the following page.
%
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TABLE II
tj

1976-1977 Schedule for the Truck Laboratory

10/3 University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff

10/10 University'of Arkansas at Monticello

10/17. Ouachita Baptist University

10/24 College of the Ozarks

10/31 John Brown University.
4 11/f3 'Sterling College

11/20 Bethel College
11/27 Kansas Wesleyan University.

12/4 McPherson College

12/11 Tabor College .'

1/2 Xerling College and Bethel College

2/5 Kansas Wesleyan University

2/12 Tabor College

2/19 McPherson College

2/26 Sterling College-
3/5 Bethany College

3/20 Harding College

4/3 Arkansas College

4/10 University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff

4/17 University of Arkansas at Monticello ,

4/24 Ouachita Baptist University
5/1 Col'ege of the Ozarks

4

IV. The First full Year for the Truck - Laboratory

During. the 4ear a number of small problems were' experienced. Chiefly

4;these were solved by a trip of the teaching assistant.to the site and/or repair

by personnel at the site. Only time will tell as to whether these re-occur

yeatly and at a rate so as to be disequraging. In the main the participating
schdols'continue to be pleased with the project and to look_forward to its. con-

tiqued use.

'f11

Future Plans

During the third year final plarts will be made to put this project on a

self-supporting basis.. Further, all concerned agree that the spirit of coopera-
tion that has resulted from this project should be enlarged. Therefore efforts

will be putx,forth to find new and better ways to cooperate for our mutual bene-

fit.

.4.
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t VI. Use of Budgeted FUnds: Year'!Twb
t

-

June 1, 1976 - May

I. MaintenanCe, jnsurance

A. Instruinents, parts

.
B. Truck maintenance - )

C. Insurance
D. Unspent from Year 1

TON ,

30, 1977

Budgeted

.

.

A

Spent

"- ,

1
.

$ 400
, 200 '

1,850
1,1459%

$ 125,05
195.86

'1,092.00

$ 3,90,9 $1,412.91

II. Salaries%Wages .

A. Director $ 5,600,
Br Graduate Assistarit 4,800
C: Secretary 1,200

D. Fringe Benefits. 1,160

Ea Indirect Costs . 5,944

F. Unspent from Year 1 IZ§.
TOTALS $2Q454.98'

,

III. Travel

$5,940a
4,830

287.86'
626.80

5,675.53

$17,560.19

P

A. Director. $. 800 $1,242.38.c..

B. Participants to Conference 1;000 ,it 706.82 4

'C. ;Panel . 1,000 696.15
D., Graduate Assistant Repair' 200 88.14

Trips -) .
.

.

E. Unspent from Year 1 . 1,179.45
. TOTALS $ 4,179.45 $2,796.93.,

IV. Instrhents, Truck Unspent from Year 1 e
-A: Instruments

Mass Spectrdmeter 110,170
Ultraviolet-Visible

$7,646d

Spectrometer 1
/

B. Parts, Truck
9 492
'

11,054.47
e

5,239.38
d,

'Parts ', ') 599.49

Truck Alterations 546.85
TOTALS $30,716.4 $14,031.72

Total' Expenditure $35,801.75

Funds Remaining as of 6/1/77
(includes 25,594 for year 3 budget). $49,127.22

. .

Notes: a

0 I

a Includes' some year 3 salary due to the year tfire summer school

heginning,May, 1977, instead of June as anticip ted.
. 1
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, °Does not include the remainder of the secietary salary whiCh will
aPliear next year due to sldw' posting by'oUr%accounting departma

......
.

.
.'

.,

Inclu'des expenses of two trips where the truck was driven an ,a display

set up,' ,
0.-

.,
.

d .

4 Includes 'state, tax.

. .

Comment: .,

: ..
A * '

'.-

,

.Funds ha:vebeep used for the-purposes budgeted,
t.

ft . ;

,
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REPORT: YEAR THREE

'summARy: r ,

. , -

a

In addition to normal activities (see /previous reports for a summary tf

theSe activities) this year was marked.by.unusual on4site-visit by
'aohn Snyder, theJlational Science Foundation project coordinator, and a

major decision concerning future financing of the project. .After all factors

,"'are'considerd, the'year can be termed. on 'outstanding succ'ess.'

The Usual Activities Summarized

.%

As dsual the'tiuck schedule was composed at,the yearly meeting by the .on-
campus coordinators as a functiph of their needs and desires. During this year,,

.
some 200 chemistry majorsused theinsteuments in the mobile leboratdry to do

Chemistry:experiments. More than 400,non-chemistry majors were giVen demOhstra-
tions of the'Llse,orfhese-instruments as part of their science courses. The

.

schedule of.usg of the raborathry during this year was as follows:

Week of: School
.. f-

° -.

10/9,.10/23 c Ouachita. Baptist'University°

10/26-10/30 . University of Arkansas, Monticello

11/6 .College of the Ozarks,

11/13°: .RepairaCletn Up. Week (U of A):

11/17-12/3 McPherson College'

, A.2/5 , 6 Vacetion - Tabor College .
. .

t Interterm (hn.) Kansas Wesleyil Universit*
c 1/30-2/3 McPherson Collfte

0 2/6 -2/17 -, 4, ° Sterling College

"2/20 -3/3 ,Bethel.College.

3/6-3/17 Bethanx College

',I3/20-3/25 ,f Repair- Clean -Up Week (U of A)

3/25-4/11 JohnBrow9 University
4/8 -4/15 'University of Arkansas', Pine Bluff

4/22 UniOrsity 9f Arkansas, Monticello

-4/29 Arkansas Cdllege - Harding College

5/6 ,College of the Ozarks

Durihg"the Spring of the year the mass spectrometer fthictioned intermit-

tently. The other instruments operated as expected: Obviously some attention

mustebe given to the Mas'aspectroMeter to correct its malfunctions.

Publicity

Three unusual and :significant publicity items occurred during this year.'
F4rst, an article appfrared in the September/October issue of Mosaic. '-

Significant comments of approval were received from,several chief administrators

of the smaller schools associated with this project as a result of the article..

Later during the Fall The director of this project was.invited to be the after-

dinner speaker at the-yearly meeting of the Great Plains Association of

Chemistry Teachers in Liberal Arts Colleges. Many questions were answered.

p.
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Eocouragement was given to a groUp of schools 0 Nebraska which are planning a

similar project: (This project was subsequently funded by the-Dreyfus .

foundation.) Finally, two articles written by the director were accepted and

published in the Journal of Chemical Education. This latter publicity brought

a rash of individual letters followed bypentiOn of the project in a summary

article in Chemtech.. .4'.4

On -Site Visft f

During September, Dr, John'Snyder, Program Director, Modes Development
Program, visited the vproject site and learned first hand about our problems, the

'.- solutions, and the future work to be done. Much useful discussion'eAsUed, ewe-
4..

cially concerning future financing of_the project.

Future Finances

'A significant decision was reached and put into action concerning the

futurfe method of generating fundS for the project. During the 1978..1979' aca-

,demic year each particigating schoolwill beJ assessed a' fee of MD. This fee
will go up at least $50 or 'thee 1979-1980 academic year. Thereafter," the 'fee

will be assessed as a direct function of expenses plus a set amount to replace

bnrepairable instruments. In this way the project will beself-supportDig::-

Use of Funds: Year Three (June 1, 11(7 - May 30,`1978)

Funds were expended' in the following:way,during the year:

r
I. Maintenance, Insurance )

A. Instruments, parts $ 255.47

B. Truck Maintenance 257.51

C. Insurance 983.00

TOTAL $ 1,4,95.98'

,T

II. Salaries, Wages

.A. Director
B. Gradtiate Assistant

C. Secretary
D. Fringe Benefits

E. Indirect Costs
TOTAL

$ 4,551.00
.5,040.00

100.00
664.934

5,417.13.
$ 15,773.06

III. Travel

A. Director $ 1,153.87c

B. Participants to Conference 954.02

C. Panel 417.16

D. Graduate Assistant Repair THps 90.231

TOTAL $ 2,615.28_
,

IV. Parts .$ 1,415.39

Total Spent $ 21,299,71

Balance from Year, 2- $ 49,127.2

Balance on Hand 6/1/78

23

$ 27,827.51
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8ontinted Use Of Unexpentd Funds ,
* i

,

- 4
. , , .

/ DUrl'ing the latter part-of the year a request was made to the National
Spience Foundation to allow unexpended funds to be used during the fourth year
of operation. '.This request was granted.
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REPORT: YEAR FOUR

'SUMMARY: 4°1

This year was marked by unusually easy use and response of-five of the six
instruments and unusual difficulty with the sixth, the mass spectrOmeter. Two
of the schools dropped out,of the program.

Normal Activities
C

The schedule for movement of the truckllaboratoryiwas.compoted by
telephone and letters in. August by the directoi- and confirmed at the yearly
meeting in October held in conjunction with the Midwest Regional Meeting Of the
Aiiierinn Chemical Society. on this campus. During this year over 100 chemistry
majors Srld more than 200 non-chemistry majors utilized the laboratory as part ot.,
their training In chemistry and science. (This number is down.some from last
year dile to withdrawal by two schools and some difficulties with the- mass
speFtrometer,.. See below.) The scheduled use of the truck-laboratory is as
follows: 4

r

Week' of: School

10/8-10/12 Harding College .

..,

10/15-10/19 Ouachita Baptist University,,
10/22-10/27 University of Arkansas, Monticello
10/29711/2_ College 'of the e-4arks

11/5-11/16 John Brown University .

11/19-11/22 Repair-Clean Up Of neededl ( ,of A)
11/26-12/15 , Sterling College ,, ,-

12/.7 -12/29 Christmas Break -, ,

1/2-1/27 Tabor College t

1/282/9 ' Sethel College
2/11-2/23 McPherson ,College _

2/25-3/9 -. 4Bethany College
3/12-3/17 . Repair-Olean 1.10 (if needed), (U of A).
3/18-3/24 Ouachita Baptist University _

.:-.,

3125-3/31 University of.Arkansas; Montidello
4/1-4/14 UniverOty of Arkansas, Pine Bluff

, 4/15 -4/21, , Hardihg College
4/22-4/29 college of the Ozarks

.- The actual movement of the truck varied a.bitfrorri-the above schedule due
to malfunction of the mass spectrometer. (See below.)

Financial Considerations

At the beginning of this year a fee of $ 00 per, school was assessed.
'About.this-Iime two schools withdrew from the roject. Kansas Wesleyan
Uniyersity.stated,that they were Withdrawing due to a'n adverse financial
.situation caused by declining enrollmOnt. °Weyer this school,already owns, and
thus duplicates, several instruments nice. o e on.,-the truck and obviously has

A

.r)
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Aecided that they do nat necessarily need:the other instruments. Arkansas
College'bbtained,a NS.F. grant to purdhasp all but-one of the instruments which
they .did not own and which AT found on the truck.

The fee will be raised to at least $500 p6- school next year -. Already
glarding College which also, purchased several new_instruments-recently has indi-
cated that they will no Vangen.,be part of the projept. Two other schools have

-recently purchased nmr spectrophotometers. They will probably drop but of the
loroject. A decision as to whether these schools should be,replaced by other
schools will be made in the near future. .

probably the project riginally-coht.ained too,many schools. If the number
Can be maintained at 8 or , each school could use the truck for abdut one
month. Many advantages a crue by increasing the resident.time of the mobile'
laboratory in this way.

Difficulties During This bear
4

From the beginning the mass spectro eter gave problems. The initial
problem seemed to lte,with t e operator ot knowing how to use the instrument

properly. Whenothe truck w ld be returned to Ihi-s campus an experienced opera-
tor coup reset the control (often these controls were hopelessly misaligned)
and get satisfactory spectra. We hope to solve this problem by further
operating instructions, as app icable. Later the%moss.,spectrometer didnot
function at all. Later the mass spectrometer did not fuhction at all. This was
found to be di to a problem with maintaining a high enough vacuum. This will
be corrected by changing valves and gaskets when the problem is noted. Although
theSe problems are worrisome, they are not deemed insurmountable. Surely the .

mass spectrometer will be functioning next year. /

During the Spring Semester one otherAnusuaT problem delayed the truck
somewhat% An electrician defied his instructions and hookedthe power cable of
the laboratory to a 220 V source insteAd..of the ned0"110 V. A small fire,
ruined the air conditioner-heater. "OUr insur nce policy covered the bulk of the
expense. Surely this problem will not occur again!

Future Work
/

Excitement Continues ere for they use of the mobi)flaboratory to provide,
training that cannot'be had erwise' Plans are being, laid to possibly utilize

-. the van to reach even to high an aid in sciefice!instruction at this
.1eVel.

Use of Funds: Year Four (June 1 1975 1... May 30, 1976)

In accord with the budget, submitted and approved earlier, funds were used
in the following way: . .

I. Maintenance, Insuranc

Instruments
B. Truck
C.: Insurance

-26

$ 4,646%06
9,335.76
1,065.53
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II: Salaries

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Director
Graduate Assistant

Secretary
Fringe
Indirect

Travel

IV. New. InstrUments

4

$ 6,111.00
3,700,.00

AL, 0.00
9811.83

1,027.73

Total Spent - Year.Four

Amount Returned to-NSF

Balance on hand

YEAR ONE $ 108,071,10
YEAR TWO 35,801.75
YEAR THREE 21,299.71
YEAR FOUR 27,686.39

V

TOTAL

,

$ 192,858.95

Li

27

$ 329.48

$ 490.00

$ 27,686.39

$ 141.05

0.00

4,
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Make $1 bo the gob of $2... or $3..0 or $4'in Purchasing Needed Large
Instruments: Cooperation via a Mobile'Spectroscopy Laboratory.as

a Way of Life for Large and Small Schools

..T.- 4D' Roberts

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkinsas 72.701

ABSTRACT

As a means by which, smaller colleges acting on a cooperative basii

with a larger school can obtain aces 1;o more expensive instruments .a

4 4.

step-van truck was converted into a mobile,laboratory and equipped with
s'

60 MHz proton magnetic resonance, ultraviolet-visible, grating_intraredo

t7

atomic absorption, and mass spectrometers and a flame ionization Os- A

liquid chromatograph. This laboratory now circulates on a yearly pre-

arranged schedule among thirteen participating colleges stOpping for one

or two week periods so that their students can use these instruments to

do Tocally determined experiments under supervision of their regular

on campus instructors as part of their on-goifig chemistry curriculum. '

-

Pre-arrival lectures prepare the students for this period of intense data

gathering. Much data analysis can take place after the laboi-atory moves )

*

to another campus.

A summer workshop was utilized to acquaint the participant on campus

coordinators with each instrument, to test possible experiments, and to

learn basic maintenance and trouble shooting techniqbes. An evaluation

conference is held each year with an independent panel ol-experts from

non-participating institutiohs.in order to correct deficiencies_ and to

optimize utilization of the facility. To date coordinators at partici-

pant schools agree that spettroscopy and chromatography can be taught

early or late in the curriculum without serious consequences to the 'stu-

de nt. A cost analysis for a large and small project similar to this.

28
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project is imclu.ded.

a

It thus appears that schools can-add use ofsspectroscopic instruments

and gas-liquid chromatography at about one-fourth' the usual c st spread

over \th te,n to fifteen year period by cooperating in this way.
.

;'

* Based on_O'revlous oral- papers:- Poster session paper 22', "Fourth Biennial

Conference on Chemical Education",,Madison, Wisconsin, August, 1976; Abstract

71, 172nd National Meeting, American Chemical Society; Chemical. Education
,

Division, San Francisco, CA:, Augtisi, 1977.
- ,

a
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Make $1 Do the Job of $2... or $3... or $4 tn Purchasing Needed Large

Instruments: Cooperation via a Mobile Spectroscopy Laboratory as
a Way of Life for Large and Small Schools

T. D. Roberts

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

4 a.

THE PROBLEM That May Also be Your Problem

Many Departments of Chemistry stand essentially alone. Their teaching.

duties, are carried out without significant interaction with neighboring,

Departments of Chemistry.' Yet often within one'day's driving tim
,e1

several

other departments.will be functioning in much the same way. This paper will

stress one of no. doubt many ways near departments can cooperate for their

mutual benefit.

Consider undergraduate laboratory instruction. In the past fifteen

years major changes have occurred. Incorporation of experiments which in-

)Iolve instrumentation has increased to the point where gradUates of Many

Schools are expected to be proficient in obtaining and interpreting atomic

absorption, infrared, ultraviolet-visible, nuclear magnetic resonance, arid

mass'.spectra and various kinds of chromatograms. Evidence for this trend
1.....

can be seen in'popular textbooks which incorporate chapters on spectroscopy

and chromatography and new laboratory manuals *-lich stress repeated use' of

these techni'ques.

Unfortunately these instruments are costly. A flame-ionization gas-liquid'

bhromatograph and the five spectrometels ltsted above average over $50,000

at today's prices, and inflation continually increases this figure. Although

some schools with better financial resources and/or a graduate program olen

have already purchased part or all of theseinstOuments and others have made

!

a modest beginning by purchasing a feW ofthe less expensive instruments,

'Many smaller colleges and universities are without sufficient funds to,

purchase all of,these instruments. These latter schools .now find themselves



.04

with utdated or incomplete laboratory progragn.

Th problem of outright purchase of these needed i,nstruments is three-

t

-fold. First, the high price of one instrument may be more than double or
Ir

triple the entire annual budget of small qepArtrilents Often sufficient,

matching funds 'are unavailable so that these schools cannot take advantage

of National Science Foundation programs to provide theelnstruments at

reduced cost. Second, even 'when funds become avdilabl e the nimber of stu-

dents using a particular instrument an the fraction of the ydar it is used
. .

makes it doubly difficult for a Chemistry Department to justify the cost to

an administrator. For example, an instrument may be utilized once each

semester. Expenditure of ten or twenty thousand dollars is a sufriciently#

si gni fi cant fraction of the total budget of a small schoo4 to cause rel uc-

tance to invest such a sum to teach, say., two seniors for 2 to 4 weeks.

*
Third, these, schools usually lack manpower with the time and electronic

expertise to properly, service these instruments. Consequently, instrument

failure results in long time periods in which the instrument cannot be

.utilized whileofunds- for repair are -secured, and then these funds are used

to pay expensive repairmen from the factory. Cl early these needed, but

costly instruments present pressing problems to many.

SOLUTIONS That You'May Have Tried
. I

-Schools, without these instruments have largely adopted an approach tom(
teaching these techniques which consists of lectures accompanied by pictures

4

and diagrams on the methods, followed by assignment ofspectra problems as

homework.'" Staff members of larger schools often travel to the smaller

0

schools and augment such lectures with seminars on the techniques. Occasion-

..o
_ I .

ally instructors will bring some seniors to the lirger schools for a *mon-

1
stration of the use of the actual instrument. If A senior research .project
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,

-deyelops,to the point of great need, service spectra can be obtained either

from 'an obliging neighborinOarger school \with the instruments or by commercial

laboratories offering this service. None. of these devices' approach in any

way the valuable learning-experienceto be. h d in actual "hands on" use by

the.studen of the instruments.

o
Recently several nearby schobls brought their seniors to this laborair9

toUse our instrumentsto do a set of standard experiments during a Friday,/

afternoon-night, Saturday morning session when our students were not utilizing

the instruments heavily. Since their stictents had attended pre-arrival lectures,
k

- data gathering was quickly begun. Careful detailed analysis of the data aid

-summary lectures were reserved until laiter. This,entlre experienceeemed

' to indicate that pre- lecturing, then relatively short intense data gather*

periods, followed by later'detailed analysis can beyea useful in teachins-

these instrumental techniques: -In fact ifthe instruments are brought to the

students (rather than the reverse), a way was envisaged to purchase one set

of instruments and service a number of near schools.'

THE PROPOSED SOLUTION' That You MayPant to Try

A cooperative' mObilespectroscopy laboratory (Figure 1) circulating

among thirteen nearby schools was proposed as a way to provide direct access
It*

to these instrument's, by the students. In this -Tway a step van truck was to

by utilized as the laboratory arid would contain 60 MHz nuclear magnetic

resonance, grAting infrared, ultraviolet-visible, atomic absorption, and

mass spectrometers and 0 flame iorii zatio,n gas-liqUid chromatograpii. The

mobililabdratory would stop one to two weeks at aschool where the students

would utilze.the instruments. lo do locally determined experiments as part

of their laboratory, experience under the' supervision of their regular on

campus instructors: This raper describes implementation of this plan.
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PLANNING-Ways of Solving Anticipated Problems "That May Help You If .You,fa

This Experiment

Anticipated problemi were divided into two 'groups: (1) Problems on

damPus involving utilizatiOn of the truck and its Instruments, and(2) General

problems concerning the operation and maintain of the laboritory as a whole:

For example spectroscopy and chromatography are subjects taught at set times

.1 /

in particular cour's'es on each campus. The,mobile laboratorycan'be physically

preSent at only one or two-,times per y . Thus, alteration of the curriculum

. is often necessary if efficient uti ization of the mobile - laboratory, is to

occur. Happily the schools inv ved in this project agree that spectroscopy

and chromatography can be ght at almost any time in a given course, say

organic chemistry, with serious problems. (Obviously: there is an ideal

time for teaching an subject. However; this project does not cia-im to pro-.

vide the ideal s uation, only one in which the *gains greatly outweigh the

losses.) Th lecturing on a given technique before the truck arrives followed

by a rel ively short period of intense data gathering when the mobile labora7

tory s.present, and ,then data analysis after the laboratory has been moved

another campus was forseen as the new teaching experiment. After one

and one-half years of testing there is unanimous agreement that this techni-

que works!
.

The on campus coordinatbr for each school had to develop methods.of

utilization of the laboratory on'the home campus.which maximized students/

instrument/time perloa. Unfortunately, a department made up of only one person

may not be able to use all stx,of the instruments ,of the laboratory during a

one week visit. Further, some of 'the schools pwn ahe or more instruments of

the same type as those,found on `the truck and thus would not need touse one

of the truck instruments. This situation was handled by.packaging.as many of

the instruments as possible (four of six)'In a way that,allows Ahem to be moved

34 .
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/

'and
3,..:

operated independently of the truck. Thus- the infrar;?,'ultraviolet-
,

-111sible, and atomic absorpticin spectrometers, and .the - gas - liquid chromato-

graph were placed in removable drawers with handles (Figure 2) and can be
.

roulii-Ac p16.skd in t regular laboratory fOt use. In this way any instrument
.., .

which will not be us1ed wring the visit of the truck - laboratory on a particular
s .

L. campus ei\ tlier due to time limitations' or because a 'duplicate instrument
-,, c ,, -..%

.

,v

- exists, can, taken t.o.Lanother nearby school for USe there. This practice
--)-,

k." r
,..

, .

,Il

whichlAllbw§ fourrinstrumemts tco'be circulated independently of the truck

.allows the instruments to 4e used a higher percentage of the time. A given

school does not have to utilize each of the six instruments during one week'
k

orthen lose a1,1 opportunity to use them.'
A

A minor
,,

pOint'of concern in;avproject of this cind has to do with, the
i'.

nature of the cooperation in olved. OGeasionally a larger school will teach

.A J- It. -,-,
,

. cheMfstry topics' in a differen order'or even in different courses-. Danger

1,N.

exi§ts im,a project of this kind that the larger school Will dominate the

tA

smaper,.'schools and force unwanted changes. This is not the case in this

-. /
project. A guiding prinikle from the beginning has been thit each scholi.

4 ,
,

is completely free to use or not use any nstrument and to employ.experiments

at any level orsdp, h1sticatiOn chosen in any class desired. In short, the

large? school provides a laboratory as 'a service wh-iTe the smaller schools

are complete; free to chart their own program and to pick and choose which
i

,..,..
.

\

\, ..-

,instruments and experiments will be used.

,

__ Whether instrum
,

ents are.stationary or mobile,concerh always exists as

to how to keep the instruments operating. n fact instruments mounted in t

A.

or carried by a. truck might require much re attention, This problem was
,

attacked in several ways. First; efforkts were expanded to increase the tech--

niCal competance of the on campus coordinators coricerning the actual instru-
i
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ments to be used with the truck. A brief survey of local instrumental probims
j0

has shown that70-80% of these are essentially trivial : the-Student user has

insufficient expertise, a switch or button has been improperly used, a, fuse has

failed, the sAnlple is misaligned.' To amend these faults and others, a six

weeks workshop. for the on .campus coordinators was conducted in the summer

prior to preparation of the laboratory. Not.only was proper use and routine

maintenance, taught, but basic trouble4g shooting as well. After the covers

of theeinstruments were removed, key.volta'ge measurements were made and

used Co show 'how the source of malfunctions can be. traced and local i zed.

In this way the on campus coordinators possess a mucK.broader knowledge of

these instruments ind how they funCtion than is usually _found in staff

of Chemistry Departments. This knowledge often inables these coordinators

to quickly repair a broken instrument. This,..p.reliminary traininggiyen, to

the coordinators of the.participating schools is probably a major factor

in the success of this cooperative experiment to date.

-Second, two kinds of backup personnel are t,available to correct instrument.

problems. The University, of Arkansas Department of Chemistry electron -ics ex-

pert is available at any time for telephone consultation bY'staff members of

the participant schools., If such does not solve the problem, a gradu.a.te assist-
.

N.

ant is availableto travel to the "site and repair the broken instrument. Lf
i

both of these methods fail, factory personnel can be brought in' as a last
1

..
.,

resort.

The physical construction of thelaboratory was viewed as, ritical
(

riproblem. For example previous experience has shown that a 60 MHz' nuclear
. ,

e '

magnetic resonance spectromete must be maintained at a relatively constant

temperature. No schbol will welsh to spend, Several of its five available
-..... r

school days waiting for a nmr tcL.equ.11ibratet, To solve this problem he
. s - - . .

truck was equipped Crith,an air conditioner- heater and was heavily insulated

07 et,
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f

on all sides, top, and bot4 ton.rwiwith four inches
--?

.f follm., . A gasoline motor
, ,

,c

driven generator with 110 vol t-40 amp Output provides power to the air ',con-
:,

-'-'v-`--

di tioner-heater 'dur-ing travel.
4-
An extension cord from Commetpal mains

.

-rlt, > ' r. .
supplies the truck when it is parked. Wi 4 outt these precauti(ls the nmr' i ,.. ,

would often be unusable due to local temperature fluctuations that would

cause significant variation of the magneti',c,field: Since the decoupler

on the nmr has been functioning in Kansas during the. winter and in Arkansas

in the summer, temperature control tOry.ntrol is deemed satisfac Due to the heayy
, .

,,"- ..

weight of the magnet and this necessary temperature, control- the nmr is per-
,

-manently mounted in the mobile laboratory. (Figure 3)

Previous e-xperience with mass spectrometers suggests that such a vacuum

system is best maintained: constantly. Since the mobile laboratory is always

supplied with 110 vol t powers, either from commercial mains or from its own

generator; the vacuum pump runs continual*. For this reason the mass spec-

trometer is the other. instrument that is permanently installed in the 'mobile

labonalory (F,i§ure 4) and is not transported into the regular laboratories

for. -use there.

\ ,
Ivo other problems surfaced -during construction of the laboratory. First

the n r magnet was so heavy tha thought was given as to what would happen to

4,-t

v

.6,.the magnet (and the driver!) sho ld the truck strike a solid Object when travel-
..

ling at 55- m.p.h. The magnet was then chained to the floor so, as to deter a

"flying magnet should some accident occur.' Second, when the nmr was installed

an approximately two cycle per, seCond 'sine wave was noted on the recorder.

Ultimately,. this sine ma-vevi-asit-r-aced to gentle, 'Ong 'term rocking of the

truck on its springs and disappeared when the truck chassis was jacked uo and
,

.

placed solidly on jack stands.

five,times during the first semester of truck use the filament in the

mass spectrometer failed. Probably these failures were due to large, repeated

injections of heavily halogenated hydrocarbons such as cax on tetrachlortde".or

38
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- ctilorOform in order to illustrate isotope abundance ratios, or to inadvertent

misuse by first time users. (At first vibration due to travel was suspected

to be the cause of fiJament 'fail ure. Vtowever two long trips totaling over

four: thouSand miles did not ruin a filament.' Travel vibration has thus

been dismissed as 'a cause of- filament fail ure.) Since a''filament is expen-

sive 'and often is obtained slowly-from the supplier, some alternative solu-

on_was desired. The required wire for the filament could. be readily

purchased2 and with a little ptactice arc-welded in the place of the old

broken filament. In addition( to providing a relatively .rapid method -of re-

pairing a broken filament, this procedure dropped the colt of filament re-

' placement front over $60 to less than $1, a satisfactory price even if one

filament fail s each week.

, .

°cosi' ANALYSIS-Slanted 'Toward Those Who May Want to Try This Experiment
.43.

Many, may feel, th'at this %experiment could be repeated elsewhere with
a ,e1 .., .

g-reat advantage, if financial. aspects could be arranged.: Therefore this

section of .this paper will be devoted to analysis of possible costs and

po'ssitile sources of-support. 4-7However, the reader is cautioned that this
1.2 ..

analysis is based on approximate 'figures 3 and will vary'with locality. and :
--,

specific designs of projects.' Furlher, inflation should be keptir in wind.
,.- .

A -S.hoestri.ng Budget=The tnitiial assumptions. for the first budget'are:

(1) Only two Instruments will be purchased,a' 60. MHz nmr, and a small mass
4

, ..
spectrolneter. (2) Every effort will be made to cut -costs.5 (3) Ten chools

are Cooperating in this venture. 6

DI REV COSTS

Sectgometers! , , . 22,00d
, Trilak. .t. ,.. ., 10,1)00 .,

., iivitiar lipds to build the labot.atory9 32:006
. ,

YEARLruPlEEP FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT , . .
Truck 41 .4"

150



:

Instrumenn 0

IbsuranCe'

15Q
500

Amount set aside to replace the truck and

instruments every ten years ,
3200

Total 'costs/year
4000'

COST FOR ONE SCHOOL OF TEN/YEAR-
.

One'5hare of Initial'Cofts.
3200

One Share of Yearly Upkeep Costs 400

jiL
TOTAL COSTS TO ONE SCHOOL FOR TEN YEARS

Initial- Cost
. 3200

Upkeep fipr,ten years
'4000
7200

.
Thus-for about one-thircithe purchase price of the twb needed instruments

a schbol can provide, for Ikself access'to,these instruments for ten years and

then haye new state-of-the-art instrument's
for the next, ten years at no extra

costs once the initial-costs are met, yearly costs are only $400%

If funds are not set aside year after year to replace worn-out instruments a

:.

ri
w:

4

time will come when they become useless.1'.

A Larger Budget If the present projecis duplicated the costs are

1
hi.gher,13

DIRECT COSTS :

-Spectrometers
40,000

j,'Parts', other equipment
3,000

Truck
13,000

Initial And to builelaboratory
56,000

' (EARLY UPKEEP FOR.THE ENTIRE PROJECT

' Truck
200

Ins4vments
:Insurance

150

)092

Repair Trips'
.

100

.Amount/Set
Neplace truck every%

twelveyears w,
4667

.
Totll Cosis7Year,

L ;
6209

'cbsT F 4.0NE SCH004.-OF TRIRTEEN/YEAk

One Share b.f. <Initial ,Costs
4308

One Shire -of YeJrly Upkeep
.'178

1.
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:TOTAL COSTS TO ONE SCHOOL FOR TWELVE YEARS

Initial Cost
Upkeep for* Twelve Years

4308 ,)

5736 x------

10,044

Thus for about one the purchaseeprice Of the six, instruments,

a school can provide for its students access to these instruments. The

same bonus features as above apply to this budget: After twelve years9

sltate-of-the-art instruments are had as replacements for the worn-out

-.Instruments. Repairs are included in the costs.

Sources of funds fdr projects such as this one are not many. For
fr:

01A

example the National Science Foundation is committed to new experiments

Thus 'NSF is unlikely to approve funding for-a similar project unless there 0

artignificant new aspects. Since in this project $1 functions for $3 or

$4 spent in the usual way, private foundations might be favorably impressed

$

and provide funding. Local state educational sources might also be inter-

ested, at Yeast in helping a group get started, especially since funding

for,dne\time only would be involved. Finally a particular school might sell

an existing instrument or donate an existing instrument as part of the initial

> investment.

EVALUATION: IBS This, Experiment a Success?

Only one and one-half years of use of the truck- laboratory is not

enough time to really ascertain whether or not this project is a success.

Howe(ter at this point a'positive attitude exists basO on the following

analysis`. 9

Value Added:. By being a part of this project the udents of a given

school can now do several experiments on instruments which could not be done

I otherwise. In_this way the prdgrams of these schools.have been enriched.
4 .

Cost-effectiveness: As-the project now stands the least expensive method
,.( ..'

.

of providing access to -these instrument's. is, via this mobile spectroscopy
f-.,

, .'

4
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laboratory Arrangepent. In fact, as is shown above in the Cost Analysis

section, even'ie'very dollar had to be provided apart.from grant-support

.the truckl-laboratory would still be the best buy and thus provide more

instruments per dollar spent.-

Marketplace Ad Iptability.: There are more than 30 small schooli in'

the United States alone that could conceivably benefit from similar projects.

Even if a school now as most of the. needed expensive instruments, t e passage

otipe will make theseobSolete and new or updated versions will be desired.

This technique of cooperating together is still the most cost-effective,

. widely adaptable method of4providing such instrumentation.

o,

Attitude,Chahqes: Chemists are no different from others in trying

to' evaluate intangibles, such'as attitude change The combined opinion

of all concerned with this project is that attit des hae changed. .Somer

ofothe loneliness of semintibolation is gone. Some f the feeling that21,
"Others have better equipment," is gone. Some of the feeling that "We'

are a bit bellind," is dissipating. Students ar surely excited, but

this is to be expected when new instruments a d new capabilities are

presented. 6ne schobl has re-installed a bachelor degree program in

chemistry partly as a result of this truck project, From all that can be

Aserved, attitudes have changed i4 a sitive way.

The final test of this project will come during the next year

when fhe participants begin to fund the project from their own budgets,

If the truck-laboratory is really valuable these schools will continue

to be- a part of theroject. If not, the project will die from lack of .

fihancial support, as it should.

WORKING TOGETHER: An aspect of this project thashould not.die.

One of. the less emphasized or even expected aspects of this project

haS to do with cooperation., Oftenthdreexists,reluctance to interact



closely with neighboring cheMistry departments. As. a part of this pro--*

ject c'ordinators from 13 schools'in 2 states have been forced to work
y

closely with each other, to compromise abd propose, to give and to take,

and often to learn that others have similar problems or know of unique

solutions to similar problems. It has been unanimously agreed that great

enefits and lasting friendships have occurred fromjuch cooperation.

As has teen emphasized above akey to the success of this venture

has been the attitude prevailing from the beginning that this project

not one o'f coercion but cooperation. Although the coordinating school'

Is larger than any of. the other schoolsOlo effort has been put forth

to cause any school to alter it prograin or presentation except along

voluntary lines.' Rather thelarger school remains intent on providing

a service which is adaptable enough to benefit each smaller school. In

thii way a smaller school as it charts its own destiny can pick and ''

choose which part of the service, if any, is. into its own

self-determined program.
6

Finally, a comment should be made about the role of larger schools

in future experiments-af this kind. Al gh- several small-schools can

combine together and successfully manage a pro4ct of this kind,-a larger

school will have many resources which can &e prqvided at almost no cost

or inconvenience that will make the project much easier to carry qut.

In this way a' combine of one larger school and group Of neighboring

smaller schools invariably provide working relationships that are

highly valuable and harder to build,otherWi-se
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1. Although schools at -the Ltremes are 800 miles apart, a number of.

A

Notes

e-

schools in this.project are less than 5emiles apart.

2. A. D. Mackey inc., 198 Broadway, NA York, -N.Y., 1068.

3. Estimates are from actual costs in this proj.ecto,plus a small amount for

inflation.

4:-7Thirty-MHz instruments are available; buff? are deemed not as use<ul'in

teaching.
. .

5. For example this budget does not contain funds for payment of factory per-

sonnel to repair instruments. The assumption is made that a'nearby larger

school will donate a few days per year of time by personnel frbm their elec-
,

tronics shop.

6. Ten 'is a completely arbitrary choice, but may in fact represent the number

. of schools that can conveniently use the facility.

7. This amount.can vary wide)y as a function of the number of extra attachments

purchased.

8. This-figure does not include a generator to provide power during travel.

ti

This practice,would require that three days be provided for the nmr to come

to equilibrium. For a project with fewer schools and larger time periods

'at each stopping pOint, Such may, not be a problem?.

9: Note that salaries of chemistry personnel involved. with the project are not

included. Thus the time involved must be donated or covered in some other way.

10. This amount will suref4, vary withthe locality..

11. These amounts are from this project's,budget.
,

'
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Captions for Figu

Figure 1: The Mobile Spectroscopy aboratory is housed in a 12' x 8' x-8'

Step Van truck.

Figure 2: The atomic abs ption spectrometer and three other spectrometers

are trarispor;te0 in d drawers with hiindires cut into the ends. After

the spectrometers are moved into the regular laboratory, students can use

thetwithou/t/being crowded.

Figure The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer has a heavy magnet

and requires a constant temperature. For these reasons it is permanently

mounted in the truck and used there.
3

figure 4: The mass spectrometer requires a high which is maintained
6 .

constantly. For this reason it is permanently mounted in the truck and

used there.

All.piciuresfor the figures were taken bj, Ron Miller.
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Des ption of Extra Pittures

. The atomic absorption spa t ometer is usually set up in a hood for ..

use by students in the regular laboratoryof the participating school.

2. A group picture of the project director and the on campus coordinators.

3. The nmr is,tuned by the students by using an oscilloscope.which is

permanently moun.toed'in the truck,

4-6. 'A $icture of the mobile laboratod, which shows the names of the'

participating colleges and universities.

7. Students vary parameters and observe the effects on the nmr spectra
e

, rilllii-

as part of their learning process.
--+

,
, _.

8. Cooperation brings many benefits. 43ne of the benefits is a mutual

exchange of 'itreas. Here W. Johnson (Tabor College) makes a pqint to

Y.C.tChang (Kansas Wesleyan University) T. Lehman (Beth's College),

R. Zerger (McPherson College) and J. Holliday (JohnBrown University).

9. The mobile laboratory is usually situated in a parking. lot just
i ,

, .

outside the Chemistry Building at a particular school. An extension

cord brings commercial electrical power to the truck.

10-14. Each year an independentvine1 reviews progress and offers con-

structive critism. Panel members are:' Professors K. Takiimira

(Creighton University) and W.I. Lippincott (University of Arizona)

and Dean,Calvin Vanderwerf (University of Florida).

Pictures 1,3;7,9 were taken by Ran Miller.
Pictures. 2,4-6,8,10-14'were,taken by James Wisman.

a--
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KINDS OF CHEMISTRY THAT ARE POSSIBLE IN A MOBILE SPECTROSCOPY LABORATORY *.

R. M. Bustin, Y. C. Chiang, S. M. Condren, W. W. Everett, W: E. Godwin,

J. R. Holliday, 41: J. Johnsbn, T. A..Lehman, V. P. Kirk, Mitchell,

L. Neufeld, D. D. Powers, W. M2Willingham, E. W. Wilson, R. P. Zerger,
and T. D. Roberts* ti

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

---
and

Participating Schools
1

31i

1. Participating Schools (with on campus coordinator initials in brackets)

are: 'Arkansas Cellege (R. M. B.tind.V. P. K.), Batesville, AR; Bethany

College (M. 14..M,.); Lindsborg, KS, Bethel College (T. A. L.), N. Newton,

KS, College of the Ozarks (S. M. C.), C.larksville,'AR; Harding College 4

.(E. W. W.), Searcy; AR; John Brown University (J.,,R. H.), Siloam Springs, .

AR;.Kansas Wesleyan University, (Y. C.. C.), Salina, KS; McPherson College

(R. P. Z.), McPherson,.KS.; Ouachita Baptist University (W. W. E.),

Arkadelphia, AR; Sterling College (D. D. R.), Sterling, KS; Tabor College

(W. J. J. and L. N.), Hills6oro, KS; UniVersity of Arkansas at Monticello

.(W. E. G.), Monticello, AR; University of Arkansas at Pidetluff (W. M. W.),

Pine Bluff, AR. ,

*
Author to whom inquiries may be made at the UniVersity of Arkansas, /

'Fayetteville.

Abstract 73, 173rd` Meeting, American iican Chemical Society, Chemical

/

,

'Education Division, New Orleans, La., March, 1977.
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Previously
2

a, mobile spectroscopy laboratory has been described as

a means by which smaller school's may cooperate sJ as to provide for their

students.a laboratory experience with more expensive spectroscopic and

chromate igrapbic nstruments.. In order to stimulate others to try this

cooperative venture the types of cheistry experiments which are'lpossible

and which have been actually used Will be described in this paper.

The first point ro be stressed
A
is that exotic and/or odd experiments

are not necessary for use in the trd aboratbry. The usual experiments

are easily,done. For example the major use of these instruments has been

to solve "unknowns' at all levels of instruction. Such work requires the

student to learn to operate the instrument correctly,.obtain the "data,

and;then interPret the data--the usual/use of instruments by chemists.

This practice is especially apparant in second semester sophomore orgahic

.. o

- ' c

courses where the student uses ir, nmr, and mass spectroscopy to the
-,

structure of simple "unknowns". Demonstrations of the use of these instru-

li.
..

5i. .
r

me tsal-e often provided for non-science majors and visiting high school stu-

dents..dents.. The ''usual depailed instructions on how t6Nyie the instruments are re-
,

served for science majors. (These are the students which will.use the in-

struments in semesters'to come and often are very helpful in wting up the
s

,

laboratory whenit arrives. Often these same students can be utilized to

give demonstrations and teach new students how to use the instruments.)'

Freshman Students in general-chemistry can cosily be taught to

use the atomic absorption spectrometer. Analysis of tap water from

_.various sources illustrates wide variation in concentrations of heavy metals

'Previoui paper, This Journal. .
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such as lead, zinc, and copper. Analysis of calcium and Magnesium

concentrations show the'"hardness".of water and that "water softeners"

really work. Two other experiments that became quick favorites involve

~analyses of heavy metals in different cigarette brands and analyses of the

. concentration of sodium and potassium in urine and blood. Students supply

samples in each case.

.,...)5eshman students also have utilized the ultraviolet-visible spectrometer

_ to monitor air quality. Air is pumped thr/Y6gh solutions containing trapping

reagents for sulfur dioxide,,nitrogen dioxide, or ozone. The increase in

ultraviolet or visible absorption can be easily related to concentration.

Heavy metals such as iron or manganese in samples taken from rivers, lakes=,

and streams can also be extracted by trapping reagents and analyzed in the

same way. Nitrate and phosphate concentrations have also been checked using

this method.

A popular demonstration for freshmen has been the determinationof

32S/34S in nature by use of the mass spectrometer. Carbon disulfide is

often the sample which is used., If possible an upper classman carries out

the actaTI-demonstration:.
it"

In addition to the "unknowns" which are solkied by sophomores as men-

tioned-above, the organic laboratory. utilizv the flame - ionization gas-

liquid chromatograph to strengthen the first semester. For example a hydro-

carbon, say 2- methylbutane, is halogenated and the products worked.up, and

then stored until the truck arrives. Then percentages of each of the pro-

ducts can be determined., The results show that various hydrogen types are
-

substituted at different rates in free radical halogenation. Anftlyses of

fractions from distillation of a mixture throUgh a Vigreaux or "similar`

column show, efficiencies of dfStillation. The most popular experiment

51
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involves analyofes of. "regular grade gasoline from name'brand versus dis-

count service stations. Since bottb stations buy from the same refinery,

the analyses virtually identical.

4

Senior research projects connected to use of the truck-laboratory

are stimulating to involved facdlty members. Several types of projects

:previously unfeasible can be accomplished. Samples are prepared. Experf-

ments are run. Then when the truck arrives feverish activity occurs so

that all the samples can be analyzed. (Students have been known to willingly

operate the instruments around the clock '.) Even students not yet ready to do

a senior level research prbject are often interested in environmental

tion projects in
,

connection with say, an analytical caqrse. Again gathering

C
,

.

samples before the track arrives and then diligently obtaining data while

the truck is present 4s standard practice..

In summary the truck-laboratory is used in the same kind of chemistry

-

exRerimehts as if the instruments were permanently located.
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